2014 Excellence Through Innovation Award Recipients

1914-1918: In Memoriam
Adam Bell, Nina Boric, Christopher Dickins, Daria Dumbadze, Lily Fan, Gareth Jasper, Thom Lee, Paul Morrison, Sarah Namer, Ian Stephen, Sean Willett

Faculty of Arts & Science

Arts & Science Exam Jam
Michelle Brownrigg, Jill Cressy, Kay Dawkins, Kathryn Haworth, Valerie Iancovich, Will Kopplin, Meghan Litteljohn, Day Milman, Kelly Jay, Ayana Webb

Faculty of Arts & Science

CoCurricular Record
Kimberly Elias, David Newman, Adam Kuhn

Division of Vice-Provost, Students

Digitizing Pre-ROSI Transcript Records
Yvette Ali, Sana Kawar, Jason Lee, Kevin Murray

Faculty of Arts & Science

Facilities & Services (F&S) Invoice Workflow Process
Darrel Fernandopulle, Usama Makary, Stacey Wilson

Division of Vice-President, University Operations
Flourish

Mariam Aslam, Tayyab Rashid, Laurie Wright, Ruth Louden

University of Toronto Scarborough

FOCUS System Launch

Andrea Dell'Anno, Christianne Green, Marie Leverman, Deidra Shaver

Faculty of Medicine

My Research Application (MRA)

Patrick Boal, Kim Chan, Annaliza Co, Bruce Hoppe, Tanya Isayeva, Danny Mak, Svetlana Opachevsky, Nadia Saracoglu, Paul Littlefield

Office of Vice-President, Research & Innovation

Occupancy Sensor Driven HVAC Control System

John Walker

Division of Vice-President, University Operations

Off-Cycle Workbench

Farah Ally, Charan Bajaj, Mario Bove, Grace Ferreira, Kevin Ferreira, Katy Francis, Hayley Fuller, Paul Littlefield, Lilly Liu, Lorraine McDonnell, Parviz Moinipour, Rey Ortencio, Bala Rasiah, Christina Tsang, Marlee Wong

Division of Vice-President, Human Resources
Pre U Of T

Cynthia Bishop, Jill Charnaw-Burger, Josh Hass, Kelly Jay, Adam Kuhn, Cameron McBurney, Leah McCormack-Smith, Melinda Scott

University College

Science Without Borders - Ciencia Sem Fronteiras

Miranda Cheng, Elvis Ibrahimovic, Ronald Ng, Ruth Tanaka, Sherry Yuan Hunter

Office of Vice-Provost, Students

Tri-Campus Career Learning Network

Lynn Brownlie, Oriana Freitas, Anne Gaiger, Nilton Gaspar, Kimiko Hill, Ruth Louden, Julia Smeed, Yan Tam-Seguin, Liana Williams

University of Toronto Mississauga and Office of Vice-Provost, Students

UTM, HEQCO and OSCA: The What's Next? Guide

Lorretta Neebar

University of Toronto Mississauga